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Pokemon bw2 chargestone cave

From Bulbapedia, the community Pokémon encyclopedia. This article is incomplete. Please feel free to edit this article to add missing information and complete it. Reason: Missing images of BW layout. Chargestone Cave (Japanese: 電気洞⽳ Electric Stone Cave) is a cave in the western half of the
Unova region. It is connected to Highway 6 at its southern exit, and to the town of Mistralton to the north. Chargestone Cave has a special magnetic field that causes Magneton and Nosepass to evolve to Magnezone and Probopass, respectively, when leveled here. This magnetism is also evident by the
cave puzzle: the player must push fragments of stone blocking certain passages so that they are attracted to larger magnetic rocks, which allows them to continue. In black and white, the cave is first blocked by an over-the-top canvas. After beating Clay, the player will meet him here, where he will delete
the web with his Krokorok and give the player TM78 (Bulldoze). In Black 2 and White 2, part of the cave is inaccessible due to Bianca and a worker blocking the path due to the upcoming bridge being down, and repairs don't end until the player participated in the Pokémon World Tournament and beat the
Plasma Grunts team on the plasma frigate just south of PWT. In addition, Funfest Mission Finding Mysterious Golds! can be unlocked by talking to a lady. After defeating Ghetsis in black and white, Bronius of the Seven Wise Men can be found and arrested here. It is guarded by two plasma grunts of the
team that appear after talking to him, and they must be defeated before bronius can be stopped. He is the only one of the Seven Wise Men to do so. Entry Articles Interior Item Location Games Lucky Egg 1F, received from Professor Juniper B W Parlyz Heal ×3 1F, area north of second push stone B1F,
alcove west of Nugget Brothers (hidden) B2F, east (hidden) B W Revive 1F, south of two-stone push B W Heal Ball 1F, ledge , alcove north of Ace Trainer Jared (hidden) B W Hyper Potion 1F, east of B W Iron Bridge 1F, south of the bridge on the east side B W HP Up 1F, accessed by stairs west of
Nugget Brothers (hidden) B W Max Potion 1F, north of Hiker Hardy (hidden) B W Magnet 1F, west of Trainer Ace Corky B W B2 W2 Nugget ×2 B1F , donated by Nugget Brothers B W Revive B1F, on the wall west of Doctor Wayne (hidden) B W Timer Ball B1F , north of Nugget Brothers B W
Thunderstone B1F, west of the Plasma B W BrightPowder B2F team, in northeast B W Star Piece B2F, west, down (hidden) B W Hyper Potion B2F, west, down B Rare B2F , to the east, down B W TM69 (Rock Polish) B2F, given by Bronius post-game B W Full Heal 1F, near the entrance to Highway 6 B2
W2 Shard 1F, north of Guitarist Guitarist under the crystal (hidden) B2 W2 Max Repel 1F, south of scientist Ronald B2 W2 Hyper Potion ×2 1F, east of guitarist Anna 1F, north of the bridge (hidden) B2 W2 Nugget B1F, donated by Nugget Brothers B2 W2 Big Nugget B1F, Nugget Brothers B2 W2 Ultra
Ball B1F, north of the Nugget Brothers (hidden) B2 W2 Chesto Berry ×2 B2 W2 Carbos ×2 1F, near hiker Otto 1F, southwest of the cave, from B1F (hidden) B2 W2 Revive B1F, west of Scientist Lumi B2 W2 Iron B1F, near Pokémon Ranger Briana B2 W2 Escape Rope B2F, south of guitarist Beverly B2
W2 Thunderstone B2F, north of Ace Trainer Shaye B2 W2 Metal Coat B2F , south of Ace Trainer Vicki B2 W2 Electric Gem B2F , deadlocked northeast of Ace Trainer Vicki (hidden) B2 W2 Pokémon Phenomenon Black and White Pokémon Black 2 and White 2 Trainers Pokémon Black and White 1F
Entry Version 1F B1F Black B2F Black 2 White 2 Chargestone Cave during a flashback. It later emerged as a partial setting for crisis at Chargestone Cave!, where Professor Juniper was doing research. The Joltik and galvantules that lived there consumed all the electricity in the vicinity, even removing
Pikachu and Minccino. It was later revealed that Team Rocket was taking rocks from Chargestone Cave, which serves as an energy source for all the Pokémon that live there, and forcing the Joltik and galvantula out of the cave. After the help of Ash and his friends, team rocket was driven out, and the
cave was once again safe for Joltik and Galvantula to live. It reappeared in Evolution Exchange Excitement!, where Ash and his friends found a group of Klink and a Klinklang who were irritated by a pen that was stuck in one of Klinklang's gears, which was later discovered to be Krokorok sunglasses do.
He made a very brief appearance in Explorers of the Hero's Ruin!. In the manga Chargestone Cave in Pokémon Adventures In the Pokémon Adventures manga Clay drove Black through Chargestone Cave in Underground Showdown on their way to Mistralton City, where six of the unova Gym leaders
were to meet. Trivia Name origin The kanji of its Japanese name, 電気, refers to tourmaline, but the games use the reading Kun (ishi) for the representation of kana as opposed to reading on (せ seki). The result is the term denkiishi, which means electric stone or electric rock, not denkisekiせ, tourmaline.
In other languages, Data Pokémon data Mechanics Game mechanics Games Pokémon games Other Community/Other Plasma Frgate (via PWT) Mistralton Cave Head from Driftveil City all the way through Route 6 into Chargestone Cave . When you move beyond the Research lab, you're going to come
to Cheren. He'll stop you and take you inside, where he'll introduce you to HM03 - Surf! This gives you the ability to surf the water, opening up a significant number of areas in previous areas that you could not access before. All of these areas are listed in the Surf Required Areas section. Don't hesitate to
check it out if you like. With Surf, you can surf the waves with your Water Pokemon. In addition, it deals impressive damage in combat. Talk about killing two birds with one stone! Go outside. There are actually four items that we can now collect on Route 6 before we continue, so let's collect them first!
First, head east along the way. Head south through the high grass. When you reach the next bridge, use Surf to move on the water south of the bridge. You should see an element sitting on the ground southwest of the bridge. Move on the earth and take the ladder of the heart. Get back on deck. Move
north through tall Grass east of the bridge until you reach the next bridge. Now use Surf on the Water north of the bridge. Move north and you'll see tall grass to your right. Go ahead. There is a gap in the tall grass in the lower right corner of the area containing a big hidden fungus. Collect, then grab the
item to your north, a PP Up. Use surf and head on water to land on the west side. Move west and you'll be back at the seasonal research lab. Now, and continue to Chargestone Cave. When you cross the bridge north of the Parasol Lady moving in the puddle, a wild Pokemon will suddenly appear,
frightening your character, and then disappear. An old couple will appear behind you Once they are gone, head east to the house of the lady who heals your Pokemon. Head to the water just east of the house. Surf east along the water. When you are behind the seasonal research lab, you will notice that
there is a strip of earth out there with an item on it. Climb on it and take the object to find that it's TM56 - Fling! Awesome! Surf east from the entrance to Chargestone Cave to reach the hidden Mistralton Cave. You can now continue to surf east to the entrance to Mistralton Cave and enter and explore it. If
you do, you will need to make sure that you have received TM70 - Flash of the man in the city of Castelia first as the cave is extremely dark and difficult to navigate without it. If you want to explore Mistralton Cave, move on to this section and then go back to this in the step-by-step procedure when you're
done. When you are ready, continue to the Cave chargestone entrance and enter. Chargestone Cave 1F Name Type Location Encounter Rate Nosepass Rock Everywhere 10% Boldore Rock Everywhere 5% Joltik Bug/Electric Everywhere 39% Ferroseed Grass/Steel Everywhere 20% Klink Steel
Everywhere 24% Tynamo Electric Everywhere 2% Drilbur Ground Ground Cloud 100% Head through Chargestone Cave to the point where Bianca and the worker were talking just before the bridge. They will now be gone and you will be free to continue along the bridge. Do it and you'll be stopped
halfway with someone calling you. Once they are done, continue to the other side. Push the large crystal south into the huge crystal to unlock the path, then move south. Follow the path until you come on a trainer. He challenges you to a triple battle! Get ready, because this one can be painful! Triple
Battle: Ace Trainer Pokemon Level Type Klink 33 Steel Unfezant 33 Normal/Flying Sandslash 33 Ground Once defeated, continue in front of the stairs leading down, around the two large crystals. Push down west into the huge crystal, then move through the gap you've created. Move to the very edge of
the platform as you go off the cliff and grab the magnet. Go back to the stairs and get him down. Chargestone Cave B1F No, it's not a double battle waiting to happen, but a double opportunity to fill your coffers. Follow the path along until you come on two people. Talk to one of them to receive a nugget
and a big nugget too! Yes! Head west. You will reach the stairs leading to the 1F. Ride them. If you jump on the ledge next to the steps, you will be back at the beginning of the cave. Talk to the woman above the stairs, then head south to the Pokemon Ranger in search of a battle. Coach Battle: Pokemon
Ranger Pokemon Level Type Ampharos 34 Electric Head south and turn on your MCHN Dowsing. Use it to find the Carbos hidden under the floating crystal. There is nowhere to go except back. Go back to the two guys who gave you the Nuggets. Of the two guys, move north on the steps. Take the most
westerly route. Turn on your MCHN Dowsing and use it to find the hidden Ultra Ball. Continue until you reach a doctor. Beat him. Coach Battle: Doctor Pokemon Level Type Solosis 32 Psychic Gothita 32 Psychic You will be healed after the battle and be able to talk to the doctor at any time to heal your
Pokemon again. Head east and take the iron along the way. You'll find a Pokemon Ranger in your south. Move and challenge it. Battle of Trainers: Pokemon Ranger Pokemon Level Type Minccino 33 Normal Excadrill 33 Ground/Steel Head back to where the doctor is then continue north. You will
eventually reach a scientist walking around in a circle. Enter her vision to challenge her in a battle. Coach Battle: Scientist Pokemon Level Type 32 Bug/Electric Golbat 32 Poison/Flying From there, descend the somewhat dark steps leading west. Push the first large crystal westward and the second to the



north. You'll find Bianca here. Move and talk with her, then go up the stairs. Chargestone Cave 1F Chargestone Cave 1F Move east and then south. At the intersection, you can to the east and you'll find the gate to Mistralton City! Head now if you want, or feel free to explore the rest of the cave first
(there's not much more to do). Don't forget that you can heal yourself in Mistralton! If you first want to explore the rest of the cave, move next to the girl moving east and west looking north and south. It will challenge you to a battle trainer battle: Ace Trainer Pokemon Level Type Tirtouga 34 Water/Rock
Magmar 34 Fire Now take the south path of the four. Continue until you reach a few steps taking you to a hiker standing in front of an item. Talk to him to challenge him to a battle. Pokemon Level Type Aron 32 Steel / Rock Nosepass 32 Rock Trainer Battle: Hiker Behind Him is a Carbos . Take it and then
return to the intersection. That's what it's all about! If you wish, you can take the westward route that will lead to the rest of the 1F, including the entrance. If you do, you will reach a large crystal blocking your way. Push it westward into the huge crystal. Move through and head south on the stairs and you'll
be back near the beginning of the dungeon. Once you are done, return to the intersection and head east to the exit. Move through the Mistralton City Gate! The next section covers Mistralton Cave, which you had the option to cover earlier, before entering loadstone cellar. Cave.
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